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Proposal of Pseudo Source and Drain MOSFETs and Evaluation
for 10-nm Gate MOSFETs
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Fundamental Research Laboratories, NEC Corporation

34, Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

We propose a Pseudo Source and Drain MOSFET (Ps-MOSFET) for investigating the elec-
trical characteristics and physical phenornena in L0-nm gate MOSFETs. Since the Ps-
MOSFET has an ultrashallour source/drain induced electrically, short-channel effects are
expected to be suppressed in this structure. Numerical simulations are performed to con-
firm this, and satisfactory transistor operations of L0-nm gate Ps-MOSFETs are obtained.
We also show that the direct source-drain tunneling current is not negligible in such short
gate devices.

1 Introduction

There has been intensive resea,rch into 0.1-pm MOS-
FETs lL, 2) and the normal operations of 40-nm gate
MOSFETs have been reported [3]. As the next step, it is
importa"nt to characterize MOSFETs with a gate around
10-nm long. When the gate length is scaled down to this
region, device characteristics may be a,fiected by quan-
tum mechanical effects. Therefore, investigating of the
10-nm gate MOSFET operations is important for esti-
mating operation limitations in CMOS LSIs.

Recently, the L0-nm level lithography technique has
been developed using the high-resolution EB resist, and
LO-nm gate patterning is possible with this technique [4].
Besides that, for 10-nm gate transistor operations, ultra-
shallow source/drain junctions are required to prevent
short-channel effects [5]. Moreover, the doping density
in the source/drain regions must be sufficiently large to
reduce a parasitic resistance. There has not been re-
ported on fabrication techniques for such a junction.

Here, instead of a conventional MOSFET struc-
ture itself, we propose an alternative structure, a
Pseudo Source and Drain MOSFET (Ps-MOSFET).
A Ps-MOSFET has electrically induced ultrashallow
source/drain regions which effectively prevent the short-
channel efiects. Therefore, if the ultrafine gate pattern-
ing were possible, ultrashort gate transistor operation
could be achieved. Although this structure is not suit-
able for real applications, we can investigate physical
phenomena in ultrashort gate MOSFETs without fabri-
cating any ultrashallow junctions.

2 Device Structure and Operation Prin-
ciples

Figure 1 illustrates a Ps-MOSFET and a channel po-
tential at the surface. The Ps-MOSFET has a dual-gate
structure in which the source and drain are positioned
apart from the lower gate.

When a positive bias is applied to the upper gate, the
source and drain are connected electrically through the

A-2-2

Figure L: Schematic crosssection of a Pseudo Source and
Drain MOSFET, and surface potential profile

induced channel. tansistor operation is possible as the
channel under the lower gate is connected/disconnected
by the lower gate voltage. The two channel regions sep-
arated by the lower gate ca^n'be regarded as a pseudo-
source and a pseudo-drain. Since the junction depth of
the regions is shallower than that of the diffusion layer
formed by conventional techniques such as the ion im-
plantation technique, we expect short-channel effects to
be suppressed in this structure.

We have preliminarily fabricated a 0.84-pm gate Ps-
MOSFET to confirm the basic device operations. The
substrate doping concentration (Na) was 5 x L5 cm-3,
and the gate oxide layer thickness (for) was 50 nm. The
thickness of the intergate LPCVD oxide layer (t6o,) be-
tween a poly-Si lower gate and a,n aluminum upper gate
was 20 nm.

Figure 2 shows the current-voltage characteristics of
the fabricated device. Although the short channel ef-
fects are observed due to the small Na and the large
to' MOSFET-like characteristics are obtained. Thus,
the basic operation of Ps-MOSFETs has been confirmed
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喝=10 nm,し =2 nm,1。x=20 nm
Vdmh  =lV
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Figure 2 : Current-voltage characteristics of preliminarily
fabricated Ps-MOSFETs

in the preliminary device. A further reduction in gate
length (down to the 10-nm scale) can be achieved using
the L0-nm level lithography technique.

3 Calculation of Device Characteristics
based on the Classical Drift-Diffusion
Model

Prior to the actual fabrication of the lGnm gate Ps-
MOSFETs, the 10-nm gate device characteristics were
erraluated using a 2-dimensional device simulator based
on the classical drift-diffusion model. Although the ddft-
diffusion model is not strictly \xalid in such ultrashort
gate devices, we used the simulator to obtain semi-
qua"ntitative information.

For a LGnm gate transistor operation, the surface po-
tential barrier beneath the lou'er gate has to satisfy the
following two conditions. First, the barrier height should
be large enough to suppress a leakage current from a
source to a drain. Second, the ba^rrier width should be
as short as the length of a lower gate. The second con-
dition is equivalent to the condition that the pseudo-
source/drain regions should be sufficiently close to the
lower gate.

Thme two conditions depend mainly on the lower gate
oxide thickness (tor), the intergate oxide thickness (tu),
and the substrate doping concentration (Na). The first
condition is satisfied with a small to, and a la,rge Na.
A small fo, decrea,ses the influence of the upper gate
voltage on the electrostatic field beneath the lower gate,
and a la^rge Na prevents the extension of the depletion
layers associated with the pseudo-source/drain regions.

The second condition is satisfied with a small tiqs oild
a small Na. Wherl tio, is small, the positions of pseudo-
source/drain regions are laterally close to the lower gate.
However, if Na is too large, the ca,rrier concentrations
in the pseudo-source/drain regions beside the lower gate
are suppressed. Therefore, a small Na is desirable in
this case.

In order to satisfy both conditions as discussed above,
the substrate doping concentration (Na) should be opti-
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Figure 3: Surface potential ba,rrier and leakage current
as a function of the substrate doping concentration
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Figure 4: Cdculated current― voltage ch〔燎acteristics of

Ps―MOSFETs

nlizedo We therefore calculated potent■ ■bttrier depen‐

dencies on several NAS・

Figure 3 shows a potentid bttrier and a le畿 電ec■―

rent between a source and drain as a function of the

substrate doping concentration. In this calculation,the

following pttameters tte used:toc=2nm,ti∝ =20 nm:
Lgate=10 nm,yt。りer gate=OV,Lpper gate=18V,
4餡rce=OV,‰ ain=lV.In the region ofⅣ 五<l x18
cm-3,although the barrier width is as smdl as i2 nm,

the le激電 e current is considerttly large due to the smdl

balrrier height.

However,in the reglon ofハ蹴 >l X 18ch~3,although
the leatt current is suppressed due to the lttge bttrier

height,the barrier width abruptly increases with the in―

crease in Ⅳl.Therefore,the optimized substrtte doping
concentration is estilnated to be ttound l x 1018 cm~3

and, in this Case, a potential bttrier 15-nrrl wide and

250‐mV high is obtained.

Figure 4 shows the calculated current‐ voltage char―
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acteristics of the optimized structure discussed above.
Although a slight short-channel effect is observed in the
saturated region, transistor operation controlled by the
Iower gate is obtained.

Figure 5 shows the drain current as a function of the
lower gate voltage. Although the cut-off current is not
perfectly suppressed due to the short-channel effects, the
gate modulation in the drain current is obtained by over
three orders of magnitude.

Na = 1E18 cm-3, L, = 2 nm, t;o, = 20 nm
Vl6rr"rgs6 = 0 V
Vrppergate = 18 V
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Figure 6: Calculated source-drain direct tunneling cur-
rent and thermal leakage currenf under the cut-off con-
dition as a function of the drain voltage

5 Conclusion

A Ps-MOSFET structure \ilas proposed for investi-
gating device characteristics and physical phenomena in
10-nrn gate MOSFETs. Tlansistor operations of 10-nm
gate Ps-MOSFETs with an optimized substrate concen-
tration (1 x 1018cm-3) were confirmed by using a 2-D
simulation. We also found that that the source-drain
tunneling current had an order of magnitude compara-
ble with that of the thermal cut-off current.
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Figure 5: Caculated dr〔 五n current as a functiOn of the

lower gate voltage

4 Quantum Calculation of the Source-
Drain Direct Tunneling Current

In such a short gate device, several quantum effects
may appea,r in the electrical characteristics. In pa^rticu-
Iar, the direct source-drain tunneling current is a serious
problem, because the current degrades the cut-off char-
acteristics of the device. Therefore, it is important to es-
timate the direct tunneling current. For this purpose, L-
dimensional quantum mechanical calculations were per-
formed using the potential and electron profiles calcu-
lated by the 2-dimensional device simulation.

Since the channel potential and the electron density
a^re not constant in the vertical direction, both profiles
are divided into several elements with a width of 0.2
nm where their variation in the vertical direction is ne-
glected. The L-dimensional calculation is performed for
individual elements. After that, the total tunneling cur-
rent was evaluated by summing up the current in all
elements.

Figure 6 shows the calculated direct source-drain tun-
neling current and the thermal leakage current under the
cut-off condition (Vo-., sate:0|/). The direct tunnel-
ing current has an order of magnitude compa^rable with
that of the thermal cut-off current. Since the direct tun-
neling current is supposed to degrade the cut-off char-
acteristics of the 10-nm gate MOSFETs, it is important
to carry out experimental studies using the 10 nm-gate
Ps-MOSFET structure.


